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Daniel Canogar: Billow

April 22 – August 14, 2020

Virtual walkthrough: April 22, 3 PM ET

bitforms gallery is pleased to present our fourth solo exhibition with Daniel Canogar. Join us for a 

virtual opening and live walkthrough with Daniel Canogar and our director, Steve Sacks, on 

Instagram Live Wednesday, April 22, at 3 PM ET.

The data-sphere is a driving force of society and the economy, despite its invisible nature. This lack 

of visibility can make it difficult to comprehend how information affects daily life. Billow attempts to 

expose the hidden threads of data networks. The exhibition consists of six sculptural LED screens 

that depict abstract animations developed with data from real-time Google Trends. Colors within the 

animation are determined by how "hot" or popular a specific topic becomes; the more viral the 

search is online, the warmer the tones become. Popular queries from each day appear momentarily 

as overlaid text before dissolving into a smoky abstraction. Their lingering forms generate illusions of

interlaced imagery.

This series continues the artist’s interest in the similitude between screens and textiles. Canogar 

plays with the idea of threads and knotted string by exposing electric data cables underneath the 

LED panels. Another defining element of the artist's recent work is the curving, architectural 

intersections of his sculptures. Rolling silhouettes of technological streams emulate the natural world

of rivers, hills, and valleys. Canogar presents sculptures of the incorporeal electronic realm in the 

hopes of better understanding the ebb and flow of our digital times.

b. 1964 Madrid, Spain

Lives and works in Madrid and Los Angeles

Born in Madrid to a Spanish father and an American mother, Daniel Canogar´s life and career have 

bridged between Spain and the U.S. Photography was his earliest medium of choice, receiving an 

M.A. from NYU at the International Center of /photography in 1990, but he soon became interested

in the possibilities of the projected image and installation art.

He has created permanent public art installations with LED screens, including Aqueous at The 

Sobrato Organization (Mountain View, CA, 2019); Pulse, at Zachry Engineering Education Complex 

in Texas A&M University (College Station, TX, 2018); Tendril for Tampa International Airport 

(Tampa, FL, 2017) and Cannula, Xylem and Gust II at BBVA Bank Headquarters (Madrid, 2018). He

has also created public monumental artworks in different mediums such as Amalgama El Prado, a 

generative video-projection projected on the Museo Nacional del Prado façade and created with the 

Museum’s painting collection (Madrid, 2019. 
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Daniel Canogar
Billow I, 2020
Flexible LED screen, computer, custom software, internet connection, metal frame
26 x 22.75 x 197 in / 66 x 57.8 x 500.4 cm
Edition of 1, 1AP
$80,000

Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/410357321

The data-sphere is a driving force of society and the economy, despite its invisible nature. This lack of 
visibility can make it difficult to comprehend how information affects daily life. Billow attempts to expose 
the hidden threads of data networks.

The work consists of six sculptural LED screens that depict abstract animations developed with data
from real-time Google Trends. Colors within the animation are determined by how "hot" or popular a
specific topic becomes; the more viral the search is online, the warmer the tones become. Popular
queries from each day appear momentarily as overlaid text before dissolving into a smoky abstraction.
Their lingering forms generate illusions of interlaced imagery.
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Daniel Canogar
Billow II, 2020
Flexible LED screen, computer, custom software, internet connection, metal frame
51.5 x 22.75 x 86 in / 130.8 x 57.8 x 218.4 cm
Edition of 1, 1 AP
$50,000

Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/410361705

The data-sphere is a driving force of society and the economy, despite its invisible nature. This lack of 
visibility can make it difficult to comprehend how information affects daily life. Billow attempts to expose 
the hidden threads of data networks.

The work consists of six sculptural LED screens that depict abstract animations developed with data
from real-time Google Trends. Colors within the animation are determined by how "hot" or popular a
specific topic becomes; the more viral the search is online, the warmer the tones become. Popular
queries from each day appear momentarily as overlaid text before dissolving into a smoky abstraction.
Their lingering forms generate illusions of interlaced imagery.
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Daniel Canogar
Billow III, 2020
Flexible LED screen, computer, custom software, internet connection, metal frame
51 x 22.75 x 71 in / 129.5 x 57.8 x 180.3 cm
Edition of 1, 1 AP
$50,000

The data-sphere is a driving force of society and the economy, despite its invisible nature. This lack of 
visibility can make it difficult to comprehend how information affects daily life. Billow attempts to
expose the hidden threads of data networks.

The work consists of six sculptural LED screens that depict abstract animations developed with data 
from real-time Google Trends. Colors within the animation are determined by how "hot" or popular a 
specific topic becomes; the more viral the search is online, the warmer the tones become. Popular 
queries from each day appear momentarily as overlaid text before dissolving into a smoky abstraction. 
Their lingering forms generate illusions of interlaced imagery.
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Daniel Canogar
Billow IV, 2020
Flexible LED screen, computer, custom software, internet connection, metal frame
87.5 x 22.75 x 25.5 in / 222.3 x 57.8 x 64.8 cm, left
78 x 22.75 x 25.5 in / 198.1 x 57.8 x 64.8 cm, right
Edition of 1, 1 AP
$80,000

Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/410351469

The data-sphere is a driving force of society and the economy, despite its invisible nature. This lack of 
visibility can make it difficult to comprehend how information affects daily life. Billow attempts to expose 
the hidden threads of data networks.

The work consists of six sculptural LED screens that depict abstract animations developed with data
from real-time Google Trends. Colors within the animation are determined by how "hot" or popular a
specific topic becomes; the more viral the search is online, the warmer the tones become. Popular
queries from each day appear momentarily as overlaid text before dissolving into a smoky abstraction. 
Their lingering forms generate illusions of interlaced imagery.
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Daniel Canogar
Billow V, 2020
Flexible LED screen, computer, custom software, internet connection, metal frame
78 x 22.75 x  25.5 in / 198.1 x 57.8 x 64.8 cm
Edition of 1, 1 AP
$50,000

Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/410341896

The data-sphere is a driving force of society and the economy, despite its invisible nature. This lack of 
visibility can make it difficult to comprehend how information affects daily life. Billow attempts to expose 
the hidden threads of data networks.

The work consists of six sculptural LED screens that depict abstract animations developed with data
from real-time Google Trends. Colors within the animation are determined by how "hot" or popular a
specific topic becomes; the more viral the search is online, the warmer the tones become. Popular
queries from each day appear momentarily as overlaid text before dissolving into a smoky abstraction.
Their lingering forms generate illusions of interlaced imagery.
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Daniel Canogar
Loom, 2020
Generative animation (color, silent), computer, screen
Dimensions variable, portrait or landscape orientation
Edition of 7, 1 AP
$32,000 (screen additional)

Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/412796556

Loom is a flat screen interpretation of Billow. This work takes on a rigid form while employing the same 
abstract animations developed with data from real-time Google Trends. Colors within the animation
are determined by how “hot” or popular a specific topic becomes; the more viral the search is online,
the warmer the tones become. Popular queries from each day appear momentarily as overlaid text
before dissolving into a smoky abstraction.
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